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Background: Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure

Idea: Fix vulnerabilities before attacks can start
• Requires coordination between researchers and vendors
• See Mitre’s Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

In reality: The trophy case of the security world.
(25 paper abstracts advertising CVEs at USENIX’23)
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How effective is CVD in practice?



CVD Evaluation: A History
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Table 1: Empirical studies of CVE lifecycles. Models used in each paper are converted to those used in this work [18, 19]. Our study combines
datasets to characterize the relationships between more CVE lifecycle events and characterizes attack tra�c lifecycles on the largest sample of
CVEs to date.

Cite Attack
Tra�c # CVEs Vantage Point Dates Events

+ � % ⇡ - �

[3] Arbaugh et al. 4 3 Common Vulnerabilities 1996-1999
[15] Frei et al. 27 k Commodity CVEs 1996-2008
[5] Bilge & Dumitraş 4 18 Antivirus Signatures 2008-2011
[51] Zhang et al. 9 Cloud OS CVEs 2012
[23] Li & Paxson 3.1 k Open Source CVEs 2005-2016
[1] Alexopoulos et al. 12 k Open Source CVEs 2011-2020

[18, 19] Householder et al. (CERT) 2.7 k Microsoft CVEs 2017-2020 a

73 k Commodity CVEs 2015-2019
This Work 4 63 DS����-observed CVEs [36] 2021-2023 b c

a Only considers earliest attack event. b Heuristically determined. c Deployments modeled based on automated IDS rule deployment.

• Fix Deployed (⇡). The �x is adopted in production.
• Exploit Public (- ). Information on how to exploit the vulner-
ability is publicly known, such as through the publication of
a proof-of-concept.

• Attacks (�). Real-world systems with the vulnerability are
attacked using the exploit.

Ideally, these events would occur in the order similar to that
de�ned above; vendors would be made aware and develop defenses,
the public would be noti�ed and fully deploy countermeasures
(though in some cases it may be possible to deploy countermeasures
without public awareness), and exploits would be known after
systems are fully patched. CERT’s model formalizes this ideal in the
form of event ordering desiderata: for any two events with respect to
a vulnerability, it is desired that one event predate the other (Table 3).
The work models CVE lifecycles as a random Markov process with
uniformly distributed transitions. This Markov process establishes
a certain baseline probability of each desideratum being satis�ed
by chance (noted as 53 ). If a desideratum is satis�ed more often
than expected by chance, it is said to be "skillful". The CERT model

quanti�es this skill as 03 =
5 >1B3 �53
1�53 , where 5 >1B3 is the observed

frequency of desideratum satisfaction. This de�nition implies a
skill of 0 when achieving the baseline frequency, a skill of 1 when
achieving a desideratum 100% of the time, and linearly interpolated
as 5>1B varies in between. This provides a statistical metric for CVD
e�ectiveness that allows for quantitative comparison across time,
vantage points, and types of vulnerabilities.

2.3 Prior Empirical Analyses of CVD
To reach practical insights on improving coordinated disclosure, the-
oretical frameworks must be supported by real-world data. Mitre
maintains arguably the most comprehensive listing of security-
critical vulnerabilities through their Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) program [14], replacing older data sources [8, 22].
Identi�ers in this program are also referenced by NIST’s National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) [31], which provides additional in-
terpretation on the impact of discovered issues. NVD also contains
references to relevant sources on the discovery and disclosure pro-
cess. CISA additionally maintains a catalog of Known Exploited

Vulnerabilities (KEV) [21]. Commercial vendors also maintain data
on attacks, though contractual and business intelligence concerns
complicate use of this data for open research.

Other data sources focus on systematic reproduction of vulnera-
bilities [30]. For instance, services such as Packet Storm [34] and
Exploit-DB [32] provide proofs-of-concept for reproducing exploits
against vulnerabilities. These data sources are largely of interest to
software vendors who patch vulnerable software or deploy other
mitigations, for instance through the publication of signatures for
intrusion detection systems (IDS). Exploit databases can be a valu-
able source of information for adversaries to discover and deploy
exploits against vulnerabilities using tools such as Metasploit [27].

2.3.1 Measuring CVE Lifecycles. Based on available data, a vari-
ety of works (Table 1) have characterized the CVE lifecycle (the
time-series progression of events that a�ect the status of the vul-
nerability). These works use sources of CVE metadata [31, 21, 14],
combined with additional observations that allow measuring other
events in the lifecycle, to characterize a subset of events. For in-
stance, version history for open source projects can allow intro-
duction and remediation of vulnerabilities to be characterized [23].
Such features can also be used to predict the actual risk posed
by the vulnerabilities [9], or how long future vulnerabilities may
take to discover [1]. Data sources can be augmented by correspon-
dence [43] and surveys of practitioners [49] to understand how
vulnerabilities are introduced and discovered.

Our work is informed by prior characterizations of the CVE
lifecycle. One seminal work in this space by Arbaugh et al. [3]
examined the lifecycle of three prevalent vulnerabilities through
manual analysis of speci�c vulnerabilities. Bilge and Dumitraş [5]
achieved larger-scale analysis by using antivirus software analytics,
o�ering a more complete characterization of vulnerability exploita-
tion.

Householder et al. [19] applied the CERT model to empirical life-
cycle analysis on bugs in Microsoft products and commodity CVEs.
Within these sets of bugs, a subset of CVE events can be extracted,
and the relative orderings of these events can be used to estimate
CVD skill. Bugs in Microsoft products are especially compelling
for analysis, as Microsoft maintains detailed information on the
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Characterizing Vulnerability Disclosure

Idea: Model disclosure as a sequence of events:
• (V) Vendor Awareness

• (F) Fix Available

• (P) Public Awareness

• (D) Fix Deployed

• (X) Exploit Available

• (A) Attack traffic
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Criteria for success (desiderata):
 

e.g., 𝐷 ≺ 𝐴
(fix deployment precedes attacks)
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Developing Application-layer Vantage Points

Idea: Leverage public clouds to 
collect traffic (DScope, USENIX’23)

Apparatus:
• Interactive Telescope
• 7.6M IP addresses
• Cloud-targeted traffic
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[15] Frei et al. 27 k Commodity CVEs 1996-2008
[5] Bilge & Dumitraş 4 18 Antivirus Signatures 2008-2011
[51] Zhang et al. 9 Cloud OS CVEs 2012
[23] Li & Paxson 3.1 k Open Source CVEs 2005-2016
[1] Alexopoulos et al. 12 k Open Source CVEs 2011-2020

[18, 19] Householder et al. (CERT) 2.7 k Microsoft CVEs 2017-2020 a

73 k Commodity CVEs 2015-2019
This Work 4 63 DS����-observed CVEs [36] 2021-2023 b c

a Only considers earliest attack event. b Heuristically determined. c Deployments modeled based on automated IDS rule deployment.

• Fix Deployed (⇡). The �x is adopted in production.
• Exploit Public (- ). Information on how to exploit the vulner-
ability is publicly known, such as through the publication of
a proof-of-concept.

• Attacks (�). Real-world systems with the vulnerability are
attacked using the exploit.

Ideally, these events would occur in the order similar to that
de�ned above; vendors would be made aware and develop defenses,
the public would be noti�ed and fully deploy countermeasures
(though in some cases it may be possible to deploy countermeasures
without public awareness), and exploits would be known after
systems are fully patched. CERT’s model formalizes this ideal in the
form of event ordering desiderata: for any two events with respect to
a vulnerability, it is desired that one event predate the other (Table 3).
The work models CVE lifecycles as a random Markov process with
uniformly distributed transitions. This Markov process establishes
a certain baseline probability of each desideratum being satis�ed
by chance (noted as 53 ). If a desideratum is satis�ed more often
than expected by chance, it is said to be "skillful". The CERT model

quanti�es this skill as 03 =
5 >1B3 �53
1�53 , where 5 >1B3 is the observed

frequency of desideratum satisfaction. This de�nition implies a
skill of 0 when achieving the baseline frequency, a skill of 1 when
achieving a desideratum 100% of the time, and linearly interpolated
as 5>1B varies in between. This provides a statistical metric for CVD
e�ectiveness that allows for quantitative comparison across time,
vantage points, and types of vulnerabilities.

2.3 Prior Empirical Analyses of CVD
To reach practical insights on improving coordinated disclosure, the-
oretical frameworks must be supported by real-world data. Mitre
maintains arguably the most comprehensive listing of security-
critical vulnerabilities through their Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) program [14], replacing older data sources [8, 22].
Identi�ers in this program are also referenced by NIST’s National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) [31], which provides additional in-
terpretation on the impact of discovered issues. NVD also contains
references to relevant sources on the discovery and disclosure pro-
cess. CISA additionally maintains a catalog of Known Exploited

Vulnerabilities (KEV) [21]. Commercial vendors also maintain data
on attacks, though contractual and business intelligence concerns
complicate use of this data for open research.

Other data sources focus on systematic reproduction of vulnera-
bilities [30]. For instance, services such as Packet Storm [34] and
Exploit-DB [32] provide proofs-of-concept for reproducing exploits
against vulnerabilities. These data sources are largely of interest to
software vendors who patch vulnerable software or deploy other
mitigations, for instance through the publication of signatures for
intrusion detection systems (IDS). Exploit databases can be a valu-
able source of information for adversaries to discover and deploy
exploits against vulnerabilities using tools such as Metasploit [27].

2.3.1 Measuring CVE Lifecycles. Based on available data, a vari-
ety of works (Table 1) have characterized the CVE lifecycle (the
time-series progression of events that a�ect the status of the vul-
nerability). These works use sources of CVE metadata [31, 21, 14],
combined with additional observations that allow measuring other
events in the lifecycle, to characterize a subset of events. For in-
stance, version history for open source projects can allow intro-
duction and remediation of vulnerabilities to be characterized [23].
Such features can also be used to predict the actual risk posed
by the vulnerabilities [9], or how long future vulnerabilities may
take to discover [1]. Data sources can be augmented by correspon-
dence [43] and surveys of practitioners [49] to understand how
vulnerabilities are introduced and discovered.

Our work is informed by prior characterizations of the CVE
lifecycle. One seminal work in this space by Arbaugh et al. [3]
examined the lifecycle of three prevalent vulnerabilities through
manual analysis of speci�c vulnerabilities. Bilge and Dumitraş [5]
achieved larger-scale analysis by using antivirus software analytics,
o�ering a more complete characterization of vulnerability exploita-
tion.

Householder et al. [19] applied the CERT model to empirical life-
cycle analysis on bugs in Microsoft products and commodity CVEs.
Within these sets of bugs, a subset of CVE events can be extracted,
and the relative orderings of these events can be used to estimate
CVD skill. Bugs in Microsoft products are especially compelling
for analysis, as Microsoft maintains detailed information on the
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Evaluating existing attack data sources

Idea: Compare attack times with existing data sources
 Baseline: CISA Known Exploited Vulnerabilities

Result: DScope sees exploitation
 before existing sources.

IMC ’23, October 24–26, 2023, Montreal, CA Eric Pauley, Paul Barford, and Patrick McDaniel

third-party library, exploit payloads can reach the vulnerable
code directly, or through a set of preprocessing steps. Because
of this, initial naive attempts to create intrusion detection
rules for Log4J vulnerabilities were limited. Adversaries can
take advantage of the preprocessing step of programs to cre-
ate exploit payloads that bypass naive detection while still
triggering vulnerabilities when decoded. Figure 9 depicts the
distribution of exploit TCP sessions across exploit variants.
In the days following release, public knowledge of the vulner-
ability allowed for rapid development of new exploit variants
that necessitated rapid response.

Takeaways. Analysis of Log4Shell conforms to our broader
conclusions over studied CVEs. Software vendors should be
aware that, when publicly releasing information on novel
vulnerabilities, exploitationwill advance rapidly following re-
lease. Tiered disclosure to privileged participants can improve
the probability of rapidly deployable �xes being available to
a�ected parties before active exploitation occurs.

Results also suggest a seemingly fundamental limitation of
IDSsignatures.While signatures aim todetect the semantics of
avulnerability rather than just a speci�c instance, interactions
between vulnerable software and other dependent compo-
nents can lead to unpredictable phenomena. In Log4Shell,
increasing adversarial sophistication thwarts IDS-based de-
fenseswhen they target the symptomof a vulnerability rather
than the underlying issue. This is a complex problem to solve,
as broader matching for exploits can lead to false positives.

7.2 Comparison with Existing Attack Data
We next compare results seen byDS����with CISA’s Known
Exploited Vulnerability (KEV) catalog [22]. This database con-
tains vulnerabilities that are known to be actively targeted
by attacks. KEV was initially started part-way through the
study period in November 2021. While the primary purpose
of this is to prioritize and set expectations for remediations
by organizations, we can also leverage these results to ana-
lyze CVE lifecycle trends. We �lter KEVs to those matching
CVEs published during the study period to allow for direct
comparison. A total of 424 such CVEs are considered.
Finding15 -CISAKEVshows similar bias towardshigh-impact
vulnerabilities. Figure 2 shows distributions of CVEs from
KEV, DS����, and the overall population. KEV shows bias
towards high-impact vulnerabilities, but not as strong of a
bias as that seen byDS����.
Next, we compare the lifecycles of CVEs seen in KEV and

our dataset. Because available data on KEV is limited, we
focus on the relation between CVE publication and known at-
tacks. A vulnerability is considered published when the CVE
is available on NVD, and exploited when its entry was added
to KEV.We compare both the overall distribution (Figure 10)
and % � � desideratum between the two datasets.

Figure 10:� � % for Known Exploited Vulnerabilities.

Figure 11: Di�erence between earliest exploitation as seen
in our study vs. documented in CISA KEV. Negative values
indicateDS����-observed exploitation beforeCISAKEV; pos-
itive values indicate a delay inDS����-observed exploitation.

Finding 16 - Telescope-based CVE characterization sees a
higher incidence of attacks long before publication. While
DS���� saw a lower rate of exploitation before publication
(� � % ) than KEV (10% vs. 18%), we observe that DS����
sees a higher rate of CVEs being exploited a long duration
(i.e., hundreds of days) before publication. We attribute this
to two factors: (a) CVEs that are inadvertently exploited by
adversaries targeting other software (as in Appendix C) and
(b) earlier instances where unsophisticated vendors failed to
respond in a timely fashion to ongoing exploitation.

Validating cloud-based characterization of�. We next com-
pare dates of exploitation as seen by our study with those
recorded in CISA’s KEV. Of the 63 CVEs in our study, 44 (70%
were also present in KEV. The other 30% were observed by
DS���� but not known-exploited in existing data. For CVEs
seen in both datasets, we compute the di�erence between�rst
exploitation times (earliest tra�c time in our study vs. date
added in KEV) and plot the distribution (Figure 11).
Finding 17 -DS���� �nds evidence of exploitation before ex-
isting data sources. Because CISA KEV aggregates actual
reports from many parties, we expectedly see a delay from
CISA KEV to telescope-observed exploitation in some (41%)
cases. Perhaps more notable, however, is the sizable share (26,
or 59%) of CVEs that are seen in the cloud setting �rst. In fact,
50% of CVEs are observed byDS���� over 30 days before they
are added toKEV.We attribute these both to (a) vulnerabilities
exploitedbeforepublication (� � % ), (b) administrativedelays
in updating KEV based on reports, (c) lack of available data

12The CVE Wayback Machine: Measuring CVD from Exploits against Two Years of Zero-Days
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Figure 4: CDF of CVE impact for studied CVEs vs. all
CVEs from 2021-2023. KEV CVEs are discussed in
Section 7. Studied CVEs skew towards higher impact.

vulnerabilities are also represented. We argue that the e�ect
of this on our results is at worst neutral or even positive, as
high-impact CVEs have the highest potential for immediate
opportunistic exploitation by adversaries, and these vulnera-
bilities are therefore the most important to study and defend.
Finding 4 - IDS-based CVE measurement is not limited to IDS
vendor disclosures. One possible concern with using IDS
data vendor for CVE detection is that vulnerability lifecycles
could be impacted by that vendor’s disclosure process. Indeed,
Cisco performs independent security research and discloses
vulnerabilities in addition to releasing IDS rules. However,
the distribution of CVEs in our dataset shows this is not the
case: Only 5 of 63CVEswere originally disclosed byCisco.We
identi�ed 19 CVE assignees across studied CVEs. Assignees
ranged from open source repositories and representatives of
bug bounty programs (e.g., GitHub, HackerOne), to software
vendors (e.g., Apache, Atlassian) and security analysis organi-
zations (e.g., Fortinet, Tenable). We conclude that our dataset
is representative across sources of disclosed vulnerabilities.
While the distribution of these CVEs by announcement

date is roughly uniform across the study window (Figure 3),
we see an increase in raw number of exploit payloads over
time (Figure 1). Normalizing tra�c relative to CVE publica-
tion date (Figure 2) we see an explanation: while there is a
spike in tra�c targeted at a given CVE immediately after pub-
lication, there is still sustained tra�c formonths or years after
�xes have been released. As a result, our dataset contains an
increasing rate of matching tra�c over time.

Takeaways. From our overall analysis of collected data, we
conclude thatK����’s vantage point collects a representative
sample of CVE-targeted tra�c suitable for analyzing coor-
dinated disclosure. Collected data is diverse across targeted
system, impact, vendor, and disclosure process, and CVEs are
distributed over the course of the study. With the represen-
tativity of our collected data established, we next continue by
evaluating the e�cacy CVD strategies and models.

� V F D P X A

V - r r d d d
F - - r d d d
D - - - d d d
P u u u - d d
X u u u u - d
A u u u u u -

(a) Householder & Spring [20]

� V F D P X A

V - r r r r d
F - - r d d d
D - - - d d d
P - u u - r d
X - u u - - d
A u u u u u -

(b) This work

Table 3: CVE timeline desiderata as presented by
Householder and Spring [20] and as restricted by our
collectionmethodology. Cells represent desirability (d),
undesirability (u), requirements (r) and impossibility
(-) of the row event preceding the column event. For
instance, the top-right corner shows+ � � as desirable.

5 MEASURINGCVD EFFECTIVENESS
Based on K����’s dataset, we can measure performance with
respect to the CVE lifecycle. For this, we use a framework
discussed by Householder and Spring [20] (Section 2.2). Re-
call that this framework de�nes 6 events in the CVE lifecycle:
vendor awareness (+ ), �x ready (� ), public awareness (% ), �x
deployed (⇡), exploit public (- ), and attacks (�). Householder
and Spring de�ne several desirable orderings of these events
(desiderata, Table 3) based on an analysis of the risks posed by
each. For instance, it is clearly desirable for Vendor awareness
to predate attacks by an adversary. By analyzing our collected
data, we can evaluate these desiderata on a representative
sample of critical vulnerabilities.
To evaluate desiderata, we proceed by establishing de�n-

itive timestamps for various CVE events. This can be done
using collected data, third-party datasets, or heuristic com-
binations thereof:
(1) (+ ) Vendor Awareness is the earliest of public awareness,

�x availability, or known disclosure dates (e.g., from
Cisco).

(2) (� ) Fix Available is based on IDS rule availability.
(3) (⇡) Fix Deployed is based on the assumption of imme-

diate installation of IDS rule updates.2
(4) (%) Public Knowledge is based on an academic dataset

of crawled CVE information sites [44].
(5) (- ) Exploit public is determinedagainbasedon the same

dataset from prior work [44].
(6) (- ) Attack is based on actual tra�c from K���� [7].

Note that this is representative of general exploit scans
of public cloud IPv4 addresses, though speci�c high-
pro�le targets may see exploits earlier.

2Non-commercial users receive IDS rules on a 30-day delay. Given the rapid
onset of both attacks and �x deployments after vulnerability publication,
these delayed rule updates drastically reduce the e�ectiveness of IDS.
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Analyzing CVEs from DScope Data

• Compute CVE timelines for each CVE
 i.e., date of each CVE event

• Determine desideratum satisfaction
 e.g., 𝑉 ≺ 𝐹 ≺ 𝑃 ≺ 𝐷 ≺ 𝑋 ≺ 𝐴

• Compute CVD Skill

The CVEWaybackMachine: Measuring CVD from Exploits against 2 Years of Zero-Days IMC ’23, October 24–26, 2023, Montreal, CA

a risk in practice. For instance, commercial software vendors
can auto-install patches before publishing vulnerabilities, a
practice followed by major operating system vendors [40,
14, 30]. However, this is not always possible, such as if in-
stallations are controlled by users who would not consent
to automated updates. The growth of open-source develop-
ment also poses challenges: when software is developed in
public and teams do not adapt to the sensitive nature of vul-
nerability disclosure, adversaries can discover and exploit
vulnerabilities by monitoring development. These challenges
necessitate diligence from practitioners, and characterizing
past CVD successes and failures can inform best practices.

2.2 Theory of Evaluating CVD
Whilemany have producedmodels for theCVDprocess [3, 16,
5], in this work we use the model proposed by Householder
et al. of CERT [19, 20]. The CERTmodel represents the status
of a given vulnerability as the result of six events that take
place in some given order:

• Vendor Awareness (+ ). The vendor is made aware of
the vulnerability, either through internal study, from
disclosure/publication by another party.

• Fix Ready (� ). A �x (e.g., software update) is available
that corrects or mitigates the vulnerability.

• Public Awareness (% ). There is publicly available infor-
mation about the existence of the vulnerability.

• Fix Deployed (⇡). The �x is adopted in production.
• Exploit Public (- ). Information on how to exploit the
vulnerability is publicly known, such as through the
publication of a proof-of-concept.

• Attacks (�). Real-world systems with the vulnerability
are attacked using the exploit.

Ideally, these events would occur in the order similar to
that de�ned above; vendors would be made aware and de-
velop defenses, the public would be noti�ed and fully deploy
countermeasures (though in some cases it may be possible to
deploy countermeasures without public awareness), and ex-
ploitswouldbeknownafter systemsare fullypatched.CERT’s
model formalizes this ideal in the form of event ordering
desiderata: for any two events with respect to a vulnerability,
it is desired that one event predate the other (Table 3). The
workmodels CVE lifecycles as a randomMarkov processwith
uniformly distributed transitions. This Markov process estab-
lishes a certain baseline probability of each desideratumbeing
satis�ed by chance (noted as 53 ). If a desideratum is satis�ed
more often than expected by chance, it is said to be "skillful".
The CERTmodel quanti�es this skill as 03 =

5 >1B3 �53
1�53 , where

5 >1B3 is the observed frequency of desideratum satisfaction.
This de�nition implies a skill of 0when achieving the baseline
frequency, a skill of 1 when achieving a desideratum 100% of

the time, and linearly interpolated as 5>1B varies in between.
This provides a statisticalmetric for CVD e�ectiveness that al-
lows for quantitative comparison across time, vantage points,
and types of vulnerabilities.

2.3 Prior Empirical Analyses of CVD
To reach practical insights on improving coordinated disclo-
sure, theoretical frameworksmust be supported by real-world
data. Mitre maintains arguably the most comprehensive list-
ing of security-critical vulnerabilities through their Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) program [15], replac-
ing older data sources [9, 23]. Identi�ers in this program are
also referenced by NIST’s National Vulnerability Database
(NVD) [32], which provides additional interpretation on the
impact of discovered issues. NVD also contains references
to relevant sources on the discovery and disclosure process.
CISA additionally maintains a catalog of Known Exploited
Vulnerabilities (KEV) [22]. Commercial vendors alsomaintain
data on attacks, though contractual and business intelligence
concerns complicate use of this data for open research.
Other data sources focus on systematic reproduction of

vulnerabilities [31]. For instance, services such as Packet
Storm [35] and Exploit-DB [33] provide proofs-of-concept
for reproducing exploits against vulnerabilities. These data
sources are largely of interest to software vendors who patch
vulnerable software or deploy other mitigations, for instance
through the publication of signatures for intrusion detection
systems (IDS). Exploit databases can be a valuable source of
information for adversaries to discover and deploy exploits
against vulnerabilities using tools such as Metasploit [28].

2.3.1 Measuring CVE Lifecycles. Based on available data, a
variety of works (Table 1) have characterized the CVE life-
cycle (the time-series progression of events that a�ect the
status of the vulnerability). These works use sources of CVE
metadata [32, 22, 15], combined with additional observations
that allow measuring other events in the lifecycle, to char-
acterize a subset of events. For instance, version history for
open source projects can allow introduction and remediation
of vulnerabilities to be characterized [24]. Such features can
also be used to predict the actual risk posed by the vulnera-
bilities [10], or how long future vulnerabilities may take to
discover [1]. Data sources can be augmented by correspon-
dence [43] and surveys of practitioners [49] to understand
how vulnerabilities are introduced and discovered.
Our work is informed by prior characterizations of the

CVE lifecycle. One seminal work in this space by Arbaugh et
al. [3] examined the lifecycle of three prevalent vulnerabilities
through manual analysis of speci�c vulnerabilities. Bilge and
Dumitraş [5] achieved larger-scale analysis by using antivirus
software analytics, o�ering amore complete characterization
of vulnerability exploitation.
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CVD Effectiveness and value of IDS

Results:

• CVD skill is higher than baseline

• Lower skill than prior works
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Desideratum Satis�ed Baseline Skill

+ � � 0.90 0.75 0.62
� � % 0.13 0.11 0.02
� � - 0.74 0.33 0.61
� � � 0.56 0.38 0.29
⇡ � % 0.13 0.04 0.10
⇡ � - 0.74 0.17 0.69
⇡ � � 0.56 0.19 0.46
% � � 0.90 0.67 0.71
- � � 0.39 0.50 -0.21

Table 4: Satisfaction rate of desiderata on studied
CVEs. Baseline satisfaction rate is that shown in prior
work [20]. The skill metric (Section 2.2) provides a
metric for CVD e�cacy.

While our techniquesmaximize coverage of the CVE lifecycle,
there are important limitations. For instance, while K����
tra�c does not necessarily establish the �rst use of an exploit
anywhere, the telescope’s vantage point on a public cloud
provider makes discovered attacks (or lack thereof) far more
material to those actually deploying cloud services (an in-
creasingly popular deployment model). Likewise, deployed
�xes are often available from other channels (e.g., the origi-
nal vendor) aside from IDS rule vendors. After establishing
CVE timelines for each studied vulnerability, we evaluate
desiderata. Based on events dates in the lifecycle, we evaluate
desiderata satisfaction for each CVE.

5.1 CVD Skill
Based on relative event orderings,we compute the skill associ-
atedwith each desideratum. Recall (Section 2.2) that theCERT
model computesbaselineprobabilitiesofdesideratumsatisfac-
tion. The skill associatedwith that desideratum is the increase
insuccesscompared to thatexpectedunder thebaselinemodel.
Using thisCVDsuccessmetrichas several desirableproperties
for our analysis: (1) it allows comparison with initial results
in prior work, (2) a quantitative metric for success allows
comparison with other scenarios and metrics (Section 6).
Finding 5 - CVD shows skillful properties even when only con-
sidering IDS vendors. Our results (Table 4), when compared
with theoretical values from previous work [20] show that
CVD outcomes are skewed towards desirable compared to
random sampling. In some cases, results show a large degree
of skill: under baseline random behavior we would expect
�x deployment to proceed public knowledge only 3.7% of the
time [19], but our results show this occurring 13% of the time.
Mean skill across all desiderata is 0.37 (recall that 0 implies
no skill and 1 implies perfect skill). This implies that CVD as
observed through the lens of IDS vendors is currently skillful.
Indeed, we see 8 of 9 desiderata satis�ed more than expected

under the baseline model. Only one set of events (- � �)
shows success rates lower than expected. This ordering rep-
resents the desirable ordering that exploit proofs of concept
be known publicly before they are employed by adversaries.
While this is posited as a desirable ordering in literature, it
is weighed as relatively less important than other orderings
(e.g.,⇡ � �, �x deployed before attacks).
Finding 6 - CVD skill is lower than that found by prior work.
Whileourmeasurements imply some level ofCVDskill, scores
are far lower than that observed in prior analysis [20] (�nding
a skill of 0.969). This is not unexpected, as this previous study
focused speci�cally on � � % skill in Microsoft software.

Takeaways. Our analysis demonstrates the e�ectiveness of
CVD broadly across our studied vulnerabilities. At the same
time, it establishes a baseline for measuring trends in future
vulnerability disclosure. While CVD outperforms expecta-
tions as modeled by existing work, performance is relatively
poorer when considering the breadth of vendors and vulner-
abilities. This shortfall also raises the question ofwhy CVD
fails, what the impacts are, and how failures could be pre-
vented. To answer these, we next need to improve modeling
and measurement of CVD lifecycles.

6 IMPROVINGCVDMODELING
While prior modeling examines event orderings, this is not
su�cient to understand risk to real systems. In this section,
we explore re�nements of CERT’s model that consider the
quantitative timeline of CVD, as well as the relative exposure
caused by suboptimal CVD. Here, we hypothesize that the
existing model does not su�ciently consider these factors.
Further, these adaptations also bring more result explainabil-
ity, as skill (or lack thereof) can be quanti�ed in termsof actual
risk to deployed systems.We posit two new considerations
in evaluating the e�ectiveness of CVD: (1) windows of vul-
nerability with respect to the CVE lifecycle, and (2) actual
exposure of deployed systems to unmitigated exploitation.

6.1 CVDwindows of vulnerability
When CVD desiderata are violated (e.g.,� � ⇡), the duration
of this violation is material to the actual severity of the risk.
Likewise, even when a desirable ordering is achieved (e.g.,
� � �), a longer duration between events o�ers organizations
more time to evaluate �xes and con�dently deploy updates.
As such, the time-series distribution of events is as important
as their relative ordering. For each desideratum, we evaluate
the actual time di�erences between events for each. The dis-
tribution of these across studied CVEs then gives insight into
when and why desiderata are violated.
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While our techniquesmaximize coverage of the CVE lifecycle,
there are important limitations. For instance, while K����
tra�c does not necessarily establish the �rst use of an exploit
anywhere, the telescope’s vantage point on a public cloud
provider makes discovered attacks (or lack thereof) far more
material to those actually deploying cloud services (an in-
creasingly popular deployment model). Likewise, deployed
�xes are often available from other channels (e.g., the origi-
nal vendor) aside from IDS rule vendors. After establishing
CVE timelines for each studied vulnerability, we evaluate
desiderata. Based on events dates in the lifecycle, we evaluate
desiderata satisfaction for each CVE.
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Based on relative event orderings,we compute the skill associ-
atedwith each desideratum. Recall (Section 2.2) that theCERT
model computesbaselineprobabilitiesofdesideratumsatisfac-
tion. The skill associatedwith that desideratum is the increase
insuccesscompared to thatexpectedunder thebaselinemodel.
Using thisCVDsuccessmetrichas several desirableproperties
for our analysis: (1) it allows comparison with initial results
in prior work, (2) a quantitative metric for success allows
comparison with other scenarios and metrics (Section 6).
Finding 5 - CVD shows skillful properties even when only con-
sidering IDS vendors. Our results (Table 4), when compared
with theoretical values from previous work [20] show that
CVD outcomes are skewed towards desirable compared to
random sampling. In some cases, results show a large degree
of skill: under baseline random behavior we would expect
�x deployment to proceed public knowledge only 3.7% of the
time [19], but our results show this occurring 13% of the time.
Mean skill across all desiderata is 0.37 (recall that 0 implies
no skill and 1 implies perfect skill). This implies that CVD as
observed through the lens of IDS vendors is currently skillful.
Indeed, we see 8 of 9 desiderata satis�ed more than expected

under the baseline model. Only one set of events (- � �)
shows success rates lower than expected. This ordering rep-
resents the desirable ordering that exploit proofs of concept
be known publicly before they are employed by adversaries.
While this is posited as a desirable ordering in literature, it
is weighed as relatively less important than other orderings
(e.g.,⇡ � �, �x deployed before attacks).
Finding 6 - CVD skill is lower than that found by prior work.
Whileourmeasurements imply some level ofCVDskill, scores
are far lower than that observed in prior analysis [20] (�nding
a skill of 0.969). This is not unexpected, as this previous study
focused speci�cally on � � % skill in Microsoft software.

Takeaways. Our analysis demonstrates the e�ectiveness of
CVD broadly across our studied vulnerabilities. At the same
time, it establishes a baseline for measuring trends in future
vulnerability disclosure. While CVD outperforms expecta-
tions as modeled by existing work, performance is relatively
poorer when considering the breadth of vendors and vulner-
abilities. This shortfall also raises the question ofwhy CVD
fails, what the impacts are, and how failures could be pre-
vented. To answer these, we next need to improve modeling
and measurement of CVD lifecycles.

6 IMPROVINGCVDMODELING
While prior modeling examines event orderings, this is not
su�cient to understand risk to real systems. In this section,
we explore re�nements of CERT’s model that consider the
quantitative timeline of CVD, as well as the relative exposure
caused by suboptimal CVD. Here, we hypothesize that the
existing model does not su�ciently consider these factors.
Further, these adaptations also bring more result explainabil-
ity, as skill (or lack thereof) can be quanti�ed in termsof actual
risk to deployed systems.We posit two new considerations
in evaluating the e�ectiveness of CVD: (1) windows of vul-
nerability with respect to the CVE lifecycle, and (2) actual
exposure of deployed systems to unmitigated exploitation.

6.1 CVDwindows of vulnerability
When CVD desiderata are violated (e.g.,� � ⇡), the duration
of this violation is material to the actual severity of the risk.
Likewise, even when a desirable ordering is achieved (e.g.,
� � �), a longer duration between events o�ers organizations
more time to evaluate �xes and con�dently deploy updates.
As such, the time-series distribution of events is as important
as their relative ordering. For each desideratum, we evaluate
the actual time di�erences between events for each. The dis-
tribution of these across studied CVEs then gives insight into
when and why desiderata are violated.
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CVD Effectiveness and value of IDS

Results:

• CVD skill is higher than baseline

• Lower skill than prior works
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% � � 0.90 0.67 0.71
- � � 0.39 0.50 -0.21

Table 4: Satisfaction rate of desiderata on studied
CVEs. Baseline satisfaction rate is that shown in prior
work [20]. The skill metric (Section 2.2) provides a
metric for CVD e�cacy.
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time [19], but our results show this occurring 13% of the time.
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Likewise, even when a desirable ordering is achieved (e.g.,
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Effectiveness of Manual Patching

Analysis: Time from publication to attack across vulnerabilities

Result: Rapid exploitation within days after publication
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Manual patching is not 
sufficient to protect services.

(time from publication to attack)



Research Questions

Does DScope improve coverage of vulnerabilities?

To what extent (and why) is CVD effective?

How can we more effectively measure CVD?
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Improving CVD modeling: Windows of Vulnerability

Idea: duration of desideratum (non-)satisfaction affects severity
 Measure difference between event times

Result: CVD is often unsuccessful by brief (<10days) periods.The CVEWaybackMachine: Measuring CVD from Exploits against 2 Years of Zero-Days IMC ’23, October 24–26, 2023, Montreal, CA

such, the time-series distribution of events is as important as
their relative ordering. For each desideratum, we evaluate the
actual time di�erences between events for each.We graph the
CDF of these time distributions across studied CVEs, which
then gives insight into when and why desiderata are violated.
Abbreviated results of this analysis are presented in Fig-

ure 5 (with additional results in Appendix D). These �gures
can be interpreted in two parallel ways:

(1) Relative impact of desideratum (non-)satisfaction.When
a desideratum is met (38 5 5 > 0), the time between
events can be seen as a bu�er (e.g., more time between
publication and attack tra�c allows operators to re-
spond). When a desideratum is not met (38 5 5 < 0), the
negative duration can be seen as a window of vulner-
ability during which systems are put at risk.

(2) Hypothetical desiderata scenarios. The CDF at 38 5 5 = 0
represents the proportion ofCVEswhere a desideratum
was unsatis�ed. Shifting this CDF right by some G days
shows a hypothetical scenario of performance across
CVEs being improved by G days.

6.1.1 Defense Deployment. Arguably the most important
component of CVD is rapid deployment of mitigations to de-
ployed systems. By examining the distribution of this deploy-
ment⇡ over time (with respect to public knowledge % of the
CVE). We begin by analyzing the deployment of �xes with re-
spect to adversarial exploitation (Figure 5a). In comparing this
distributionwith publication-relative deployment (Figure 5b),
we also reach recommendations towards improving CVD.
Finding 5 -Defense deployment often narrowly fails the⇡ � �
desideratum. When attacks precede defenses (� �⇡ < 0 in
Figure 5a), they often do so by a very brief period (only a few
days).While theHouseholder and Springmodel classi�es this
as a failure, it is not as severe as a longstanding vulnerability
without deployedmitigations. This brief window also implies
that minor improvements to the CVD process could yield out-
size protection in practice. To better understandhow this brief
shortfall occurs and possible improvements, we next examine
the relationship between deployment and public knowledge.
Finding 6 - Defense deployment very closely follows public
availability in many cases. Looking at Figure 5b, we see
a large mass of CVEs with IDS-based �xes published very
shortly (within 10 days) following public availability. This
implies that IDS vendors are not included in the private coor-
dinated disclosure process, yet those vendors are highly adept
at creating �xes after a vulnerability is known to them. Only
8 (13%) of the CVEs studied had IDS-based �xes deployed
before publication. 5 of these were vulnerabilities discovered
by an a�liate of the IDS vendor.
When deployment of �xes by IDS vendors very closely

follows publication, we posit that the IDS vendor acted in

(a)��⇡ (% (⇡ � � = 0.56)).Attacksoftenclosely (< 30days)precedede-
ploymentof�xes (��⇡ < 0),butmorerarelycloselyfollow(��⇡ > 0).

(b)%�⇡ (% (⇡ � % ) = 0.13) .Deploymentof�xes rarelyprecedespublic
awareness, though it often follows by only brief (< 10 days) periods.

(c) � � % (% (% � � = 0.90)). Duration from publication to attack
follows a rough exponential distribution.

Figure 5: Time-series representation of desiderata. Each plot
is a CDF of the time di�erence between events.

response to publication, rather than privileged access to ad-
vance notice from vendors. To analyze the e�ect of this, we
consider hypothetical CVE timelines where the IDS vendor
would be included in disclosure. For CVEs where IDS miti-
gation occurred within 30 days of public announcement, we
modify that date to be equal to publicationdate (assuming that
IDS rules would be published alongside this announcement).
This assumption is in-line with actual observed disclosures
that included IDS vendors, where rules were released before
vulnerability publication.
Finding 7 - Subtle shifts in the CVD timeline can lead to dras-
tic improvement in performance. As a result of this experi-
ment, our CVE shows substantial improvement in the⇡ � �
desideratum (recall that this refers to �x deployment pre-
dating attacks; this is arguably the most important desider-
atum). Desideratum satisfaction increases from 0.54 to 0.65,
and associated skill value improves by 32%.Our newproposed
model and associated �ndings demonstrate the potential for
improvement in the CVD process.
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Recommendation: Include IDS
vendors in disclosure process

(time from fix deployment to attack)



Improving CVD Evaluation: Quantitative Exposure

Idea: amount of unmitigated exposure matters
 Compute skill on per-attack basis

Result: Important desiderata
are highly skillful per-event

IMC ’23, October 24–26, 2023, Montreal, CA Eric Pauley, Paul Barford, and Patrick McDaniel

Desideratum Satis�ed Baseline Skill

+ � � ⇡ 1.00 0.75 0.99
� � % 0.01 0.11 -0.11
� � - 0.54 0.33 0.31
� � � 0.95 0.38 0.92
⇡ � % 0.01 0.04 -0.02
⇡ � - 0.54 0.17 0.45
⇡ � � 0.95 0.19 0.94
% � � 0.99 0.67 0.98
- � � 0.95 0.50 0.91

Table 5: Rate of desideratum satisfaction on a per-exploit-
event basis.

6.1.2 A�ack timing. Finding 8 - Attack tra�c closely fol-
lows publication. Figure 5c shows time di�erences between
publication and attack tra�c. The few attacks in the dataset
that precede publication do so by long durations, implying
that attacks are performed without vendor awareness, while
those that follow publication often do so closely. However,
unlike prior work [5], which concluded that 93% of vulnera-
bilities were exploited in the �rst week after publication, we
saw amuch shallower trend.We attribute this to the di�erent
class of vulnerabilities (client-sidemalwarevs. network-based
attacks) studied, both because malware tends to target larger-
scale deployments such as operating systems, and because a
network-based vantage point is limited by its footprint.

6.2 Quantitative System Exposure
While the baseline model assumes that each CVE event oc-
curs at a single point in time, this is often far from true in
practice. Users install patches on a delayed timescale [39], and
individual exploit events may not mean that all systems are
rapidly compromised. In this section, we compute CVD event
orderings on a per-event (instance of CVE-targeted tra�c to
a given IP address) basis, rather than a per-CVE basis. In this
way, we account for di�erences between �rst-exploitation
and exploitation generally.
Finding 9 - CVE exploitation is concentrated after publica-
tion. Figure 6 shows the number of CVEs targeted in 5-day
windows after publication. CVEs are primarily targeted in
the days and weeks after publication, though others see sus-
tained targeting over time. This could be in�uenced by factors
such as ease of updating vulnerable systems and overall de-
ployment size (both leading to potential large residual unpro-
tected populations), as well as re-exploitation potential (i.e.,
whether systems are valuable targets for exploitation after
having already been exploited; Mirai is one such example
where reinfection targeting is valuable [2]).

Figure 6: Number of CVEs observed relative to publication
time. CVEs are separated based on whether an IDS rule is
available during that bin.

Figure 7: CDF of overall CVE exploit events over time since
public disclosure, segmented by whether an IDS signature
would have blocked the tra�c.

Finding 10 - Considering actual exposure, CVD is highly ef-
fective. Table 5 shows desideratum satisfaction rates on
a per-event basis. We see high e�ectiveness of ⇡ � � (de-
ployed �xes before attacks) of 95%, compared to only 52%
when aggregating across CVEs. This implies that existing
models understate the e�ectiveness of CVD in practice.

6.2.1 Measuring mitigated exposure. We can also measure
CVE exposure by analyzing the distribution of mitigated
and unmitigated deployments. Here, we take all CVE exploit
events, normalize timestamps relative to public knowledge
date, and segment tra�c by whether the targeted vulnerabil-
ity had a deployed defense at the time.We present this data in
two ways: binned by unique CVE and shown as a histogram
(Figure 6), and as a CDF of overall events (Figure 7). These al-
low reasoning about the diversity and intensity, respectively,
of CVE exposure and mitigation.
Finding11 -Deployed�xes cover themajority of targetedCVEs
within 5 days. Looking again at Figure 6 we see that of the
diminishing number of unique CVEs targeted over time, the
share of vulnerabilities with mitigations rapidly increases.
Beyond the �rst 5-day bin IDS rules cover the majority of
actively exploited vulnerabilities. This e�ect does not hold in
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Case Study: Log4Shell

Idea: Individual vulnerabilities 
confirm larger trends

Observations:

• Initial spike in exploitation

• Increasing sophistication
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all later bins, suggesting there may be adversarial adaptation
towards targeting unmitigated vulnerabilities.
Finding 12 - Unmitigated exploitation is concentrated after
public disclosure. While Finding 9 found some concentra-
tionofCVEexploit events after publication,when segmenting
for unmitigated CVEs this concentration is more pronounced.
Figure 7 shows the cumulative count of overall mitigated and
unmitigated CVE exploit events. Notably, 50% of unmitigated
exposure occurs in the �rst 30 days after publication. This
quantitative-exposure result is also consistent with that of
Finding 7, suggesting that modeling CVEs through windows
of vulnerability and quantitative exposure yield comparable
and complementary results.

Takeaways. By analyzing CVD through the lenses of win-
dowsof vulnerability and actual exposure,weobserve parallel
con�rmation of several signi�cant trends. First, because the of
the concentration of unmitigated attacks directly after publi-
cation, deployment of�xes is highly salient toCVD skill. Even
a short delay in deployment can lead to substantial harm.We
discuss implications on the disclosure process in Section 8.

7 VALIDATION
While our results demonstrate newmethods to evaluate CVD,
they raise a natural question: do aggregate analyses reach
correct conclusions with respect to individual CVEs? A key
bene�t of performing CVE analysis on telescope data is the
ability to look retrospectively. We select two high-pro�le
CVEs that occurred during our measurement period for such
a retrospective analysis. We evaluate the Log4Shell vulnera-
bility in Apache’s Log4J library, and perform a parallel study
of vulnerabilities in Atlassian’s Con�uence in Appendix C.
We examine whether trends are consistent with those seen
in the larger population. We additionally demonstrate how
DS����’s application-layer tra�c collection enables �ne-
grained characterization of vulnerabilities. We also compare
results from our collected data to an existing corpus of known
exploited vulnerabilities. In so doing, we highlight how each
methodology leads to complementary results.

7.1 Log4Shell (CVE-2021-44228)
Background. In November 2021, a security research group

reporteda command injectionvulnerability inApache’sLog4J
library [17]. This vulnerability, known as Log4Shell, allows
user-passed input to invoke escape sequences that can down-
load and execute arbitrary code from the Internet.While there
have been reports of small-scale attacks shortly after pull re-
quests appeared on the project’s GitHub repository, o�cial
public disclosure of the vulnerability led to widespread Inter-
net scanning and exploitation. As noted in prior analysis [17],
Log4J’s inclusion as a library in a variety of other distributed

Figure 8: CDF of Log4Shell TCP Sessions over time.

Figure 9: CDF of Log4Shell tra�c variants over time during
the month of December, 2021. Each series is a group of IDS
signatures released at the same time (Table 6). Results show
increased attack sophistication and targeting over time.

applications makes the vulnerability especially di�cult to
correct, as copies of the library have been broadly distributed.

Analysis. Log4Shell’s diverse exploitationmakes it a strong
candidate for validating our results.We examine tra�c for the
CVE generally, then look at speci�c vulnerability variants.
Finding 13 - Log4Shell shows rapid exploitation after public
disclosure, with reduced targeting over time. Figure 8 shows
thenumber ofCVEexploit events against all Log4Shell vulner-
abilities over time. In many ways this distribution aligns with
our broader measurements: high event density occurs early
on after exploitation, with lower sustained density over time.
Interestingly, we see a resurgence in exploit events nearly a
year after initial publication. Exploration of this is beyond
the scope of this work, but we hypothesize that the intended
targets have shifted fromhigh-pro�le services (as in the initial
phases of Log4Shell [21]) to legacy services and embedded
systems that are more broadly distributed and unpatched.
Finding 14 - Log4Shell exploits showed increasing sophistica-
tion in the days following public release. A somewhat unique
qualityof theLog4Shell vulnerability is that it canbe exploited
throughawide variety of channels. Because of Log4J’s use as a
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Takeaways

CVD is more effective than previously thought

IDS rules are underutilized/highly effective

Manual patching does not mitigate emergent threats

Existing vantage points miss real-world exploitation
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